
 

  
 

Ace The Interview: Learn the best way to present yourself on paper and in person. What are employers looking for? How do you fit that role? 

Application Tips / Online Applications: Structured to teach customers the elements of proper job application writing and how to complete online applications. 

Budgeting, Saving, and Financing:  Learn Tips for saving and making good choices for managing your money. 

Cover Letters That Get Results: Learn how and why to use a cover letter and the basics of creating an effective one. 

Create a LinkedIn Account That Stands Out From the Crowd:  Step by step instructions to create a professional LinkedIn account. 

Culture and Diversity in the Workplace: Learn about equality and diversity, respect in the workplace, professionalism, and preventing workplace harassment and 
bullying 

Developing a Resume: Learn the basics of creating a great resume, what to add on, what to leave off, formatting it for the digital age, and what hiring managers 
really want to see. 

Do’s and Don’ts for Successful Virtual and Phone Interviews: Tips and tricks for more successful virtual and phone interviews, including the best use of lighting 
and backgrounds, mastering the technology and things you need to do to prepare. 

Email Bootcamp:  What signals are you sending when you post an email? Learn how to use correct digital body language and etiquette to become a more 
impressive communicator 

Foundation Frameworks: Lifelong Learning Skills: Overview of the skills needed to set and reach realistic learning and career goals. 

Foundation Framework-Skills to Get a Job: Learn how to promote your foundation skills to gain employment. 

Freelancing in a Gig Economy: Are you thinking of a side hustle or maybe going out on your own? Learn the pros and cons of Freelance work and how to get 
started.  

Google Pt. 1-More Than a Web Browser: Google is much more than a Web Browser. In part 1 of this 4-part Webinar, you will learn about the other GOOGLE 
online applications. NOTE: Although all 3 parts of this series build off each other, They are also designed to be taken individually as well. 

Google Pt. 2-Using Apps for Job Search: Google is much more than a Web Browser. In part 2 of this 4-part Webinar, you will learn how you can integrate Google 
apps to provide a complete online office for managing your job search. NOTE: Although all 4 parts of this series build off each other, They are also designed to be 
taken individually as well. 

Google Pt. 3-What is Google Classrooms? Part 3 of this 4-part workshop. Google Classroom is a digital learning management system used by many schools to 
assign readings, give quizzes, and provide interactivity all online. NOTE: Although all 4 parts of this series build off each other, they are also designed to be taken 
individually as well. 



 

  
 

Google Pt. 4-What is Google Drive? Part 4 of this 4-part workshop. Google Drive is a storage place for all your file in the Cloud. Explore what this means, how to 
use your free copy, how to get more space and use it for auto backup of your computer. NOTE: Although all 4 parts of this series build off each other, they are 
also designed to be taken individually as well. 

How to Thrive During a Job Loss: Productive ways to survive a job loss and the accompanying financial and emotional changes. 

Internet Basics – Technology & Terms Pt. 1: You use the internet, but do you understand it? In Part 1 of a 2-part workshop, we will discuss the basics of what the 
internet is all about. We will answer questions such as: how does it actually work, how do you connect to it, and how you can improve it in your home, and go 
over some basic terminology. 

Internet Basics – Technology & Terms Pt. 2: You use the internet, but do you understand it? In Part 2 of a 2-part workshop, we will answer questions such as: What is the Cloud, The 
issues around Net Neutrality, and what is a VPN? 

Interview With Confidence: What to expect in an interview. Discussion on how to influence the employer’s first impression of you, preparation strategies, dress, 
frequently asked interview questions will be covered. 

Intro to Microsoft 365 Pt. 1: Microsoft Office 365 is an online version of the Office apps, and it is free. In part 1 of a 2-part series, you will be introduced to the 
basics on what it offers and how to get it. 

Intro to Microsoft 365 Pt. 2-What is Excel? Do you think you need some minimal knowledge on Microsoft Office, but have no idea how to use it? Part 2 of this 
series demonstrates one of the Office applications, Microsoft Excel. You will see some basic ways you would use in business and personal endeavors. NOTE: It is 
recommended you take part 1 of this series to understand what Microsoft Office is. 

Intro to Microsoft 365 Pt. 3-What is PowerPoint? Do you think you need some minimal knowledge on Microsoft Office, but have no idea how to use it? Part 3 of 
this series demonstrates one of the Office applications, PowerPoint. You will see some basic ways you would use in business and personal endeavors. NOTE: It is 
recommended you take part 1 of this series to understand what Microsoft Office is. 

Job Corps Information Session: Interested in completed your High School education or taking the steps towards a new and exciting career? Come learn all about 
what Job Corps can offer you! We are a FREE residential vocational school for individuals 16-24 that provides hands-on job training and education services to assist 
you towards your goals of success. 

Landing a Job With a Criminal Background: Is your criminal background keeping you from getting a job? Learn the tools you need to be successful in the job 
market. 

Making it Work on a Budget: Learn the basics of creating a budget and how to make your dollars stretch when money is short. 

Navigating the PA CareerLink® Website: Learn about the many features on the PA CareerLink® website including creating and uploading resumes, searching and 
applying for jobs, interview skills and more. 



 

  
 

Online Digital Scam, Don’t be a Victim: Learn to spot fraudulent emails and websites, and how to protect yourself.  

Overview of Microsoft Word: A summary of the most commonly used features in Word to create documents such as a resume or cover letter. 

Providing Great Customer Service: Learn how to improve your customer interactions, making your career and work experience more successful.  

Resume Writing: Receive valuable tips to write a resume that will get noticed! 

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People: Based on the book by Stephen Covey, this workshop will highlight some of the main points and help you become a more 
successful person. 

Stress Management: Teaches useful techniques to live a healthier life by managing stress. 

Tips for Dealing With Difficult Co-Workers: This workshop will give you some tips on how to communicate effectively at your job.  

Tips for Job Seekers Over 50: Ageism is alive and well. Learn effective ways to become more competitive in the job market by masking your age so potential 
employers only see you for your skills. 

Tips for Online Applications: Structured to teach customers the elements of proper job application writing and how to complete online applications. 

Time Management: Receive tips and ideas for managing your time to create a more productive and successful lifestyle. 

Using Social Media to Find a Job: Learn how LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter can help in your job search. 

What Employers Want: At this workshop you will learn about what employers really value in their employees, including social skills, personality traits, attitudes, 
and career attributes. 

Working From Home-Best Practices: Do you need to have a better setup for creating or maintaining a work-from-home space? What should you consider for 
optimum efficiency, productivity and online connections? In this workshop you will be introduced to ideas you should consider for a lengthy stay-at-home work 
environment. 


